Criteria for AD Account Eligibility

Account eligibility for all UMNAD users is based on their PeopleSoft-defined status. A daily process is run at 5 AM to identify people whose employment or enrollment status has changed in the last twenty-four hours. The batch process moves accounts between the People (Enabled) and PeopleDeleted (Disabled) Organizational Units.

If an account is disabled by the batch process, please contact umnad@umn.edu so we can investigate the cause and criteria, get the customer back into their system(s) and determine the long range action plan for the account. A sponsored account https://www.umn.edu/dirtools/sponsor is the designated method for creating UMNAD accounts for non-University employees.

Students (updated 6/9/2008):

All UMN-system undergraduates admitted for a future term, enrolled in the current term up to the start of the next term, or enrolled in any future term are UMNAD eligible. We also include accepted (AC), and pre-matriculated (PM) students. Pre-matriculated is when the student has confirmed that they will be attending and made a deposit.

For graduate careers we include the statuses of admitted (AD), accepted (AC), and pre-matriculated (PM).

Staff (updated 6/9/2008):

All (PeopleSoft) active UMN-system staff staff are UMNAD eligible.

Noted designations which cause a UMNAD account to be disabled: retired, terminated.

Faculty (updated 6/9/2008):

Today: All (PeopleSoft) active UMN-system staff are UMNAD eligible. Emeritus and Retired faculty who access the UMNAD service every 60 days remain active.

Noted designations which cause a UMNAD account to be disabled: terminated.